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Abstract 

If our concern is to help wisdom to flourish in the world, then the central task before us is 

to transform academia so that it takes up its proper task of seeking and promoting 

wisdom instead of just acquiring knowledge.  Improving knowledge about wisdom is no 

substitute; nor is the endeavour of searching for the correct definition of wisdom 
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1. Do We Need More Knowledge about Wisdom? 
Many hold that the world is heading towards disaster.  And when one considers the 

grave global problems that we face, and our appalling incapacity to respond to them, it is 

difficult not to conclude that this is indeed the case.  The explosive growth of the world’s 

population, the development and spread of modern armaments and the lethal character of 

modern warfare, the destruction of natural habitats and rapid extinction of species, 

immense inequalities of wealth and power around the globe, depletion of finite natural 

resources, pollution of earth, sea and air, and above all global warming and all the 

disasters for humanity that that threatens to unleash: none of this promises well for the 

future.  We know we are threatened by these grave global problems, but we seem to lack 

the capacity, the wisdom, to resolve them. 

As Robert Sternberg has remarked recently “If there is anything the world needs, it is 

wisdom. Without it, I exaggerate not at all in saying that very soon, there may be no 

world.”
1
  This consideration may have led Sternberg and others, in recent years, to 

initiate and develop the scientific study of wisdom.  If the world is to acquire vitally 

needed wisdom – so it is implicitly assumed – we first need to know what wisdom is, and 

how it is to be acquired.  We need more knowledge about wisdom. 

I first became aware of this new field of the scientific study of wisdom as a result of 

the publication of Sternberg’s book Wisdom: Its Nature, Origins, and Development
2
 in 

1990, to which nineteen researchers contributed, including Sternberg himself.  Since 

then, there has been an upsurge in scientific research into wisdom.
3
  Allied to this, no 

doubt, is the University of Chicago’s Arete Initiative, a $2 million research program on 

“the nature and benefits of wisdom” which seeks in part to arrive at a definition of 

wisdom.
4
 

Does this upsurge in scientific research into wisdom constitute an adequate response 

to the global crises we face?  The rationale behind the research is clear.  If we are to 

manage our planetary affairs in wiser ways than we have done in the recent past, we 

urgently need more wisdom in the world.  In order to discover how we might achieve 

this, what we need, it would seem, is more knowledge and understanding about the nature 

of wisdom, what it is, what its origins are, how it is to be acquired and developed. Hence 

the growth in research that seeks to define wisdom and improve our scientific knowledge 

and understanding of it. 



All this seems reasonable enough, and yet in my view it represents a seriously 

inadequate response to the crises we face.  Something far more radical is required than an 

increase in knowledge about wisdom.  What we need is a radical transformation in the 

aims and methods, the whole character, of science, and of academic inquiry more 

generally, so that the basic aim of academia becomes to seek and promote wisdom.  We 

urgently need a new kind of academic inquiry that puts problems of living at the heart of 

the enterprise, problems of knowledge emerging out of, and feeding back into the central, 

fundamental intellectual activity of proposing imaginatively, and assessing critically, 

possible actions, policies, political programmes, philosophies of life designed to help 

solve our global problems.  This new kind of inquiry would devote reason to the task of 

helping us make progress towards as good a world as possible.  In short, instead of 

seeking more knowledge about wisdom, all of rational inquiry needs to become devoted 

to acquiring and promoting wisdom – wisdom being understood to be the capacity and 

active desire to realize – to apprehend and create – what is of value in life, for oneself 

others.  Wisdom in this sense includes knowledge, technological know-how and 

understanding, but much else besides.
5
 

As I have argued at some length elsewhere,
6
 all our current global problems are the 

result of successfully pursing scientific knowledge and technological know-how in a way 

which is dissociated from a more fundamental quest to discover how to tackle our 

problems of living intelligently, effectively and humanely.  The successful pursuit of 

scientific knowledge and technological know-how makes modern industry, agriculture, 

medicine and hygiene possible, which in turn lead to great benefits for humanity, but lead 

also to all our global problems: population growth, modern armaments, destruction of 

natural habitats, global warming and the rest.  What we need to do is embed scientific and 

technological research in the more fundamental quest to discover how to resolve our 

global problems in increasingly cooperatively rational ways – especially those created or 

made possible by modern science. 

The enterprise of acquiring more knowledge about wisdom within the status quo is, in 

short, no substitute for the revolution in our institutions of learning and research that we 

urgently require so that the basic task becomes to help us create a wiser world.  

Those who seek knowledge about wisdom in an academic context need to take note.  

The greatest obstacle to the growth of wisdom - personal wisdom, institutional wisdom, 

social wisdom, even global wisdom – is, quite simply, the long-standing, gross, structural 

irrationality of academia, devoted as it is to the pursuit of knowledge.  Develop a more 

rigorous kind of academic inquiry devoted to the pursuit of wisdom, as defined above, 

and wisdom would flourish in our world. 

Wisdom-inquiry – as I call inquiry rationally devoted to the pursuit of wisdom – 

requires that values, feelings and desires are expressed and critically scrutinized within 

the intellectual domain of inquiry, since realizing what is of value rationally requires that 

this is done.  For wisdom we need, as I said in my first book, to put “the mind in touch 

with the heart, and the heart in touch with the mind, so that we may develop heartfelt 

minds and mindful hearts”.
7
  But knowledge-inquiry (by and large what we have at 

present) demands that values, feelings and desires be excluded from the intellectual 

domain of inquiry so that objective factual knowledge may be acquired.  As a result, 

knowledge-inquiry splits off the mind from the heart, thought from feeling, with the 

result that thought comes to be driven by unacknowledged, unexamined values, feelings 



and desires, rarely of the best, and wisdom founders.  Knowledge-inquiry also fails to 

promote wisdom in failing to give priority to (i) the task of proposing and critically 

examining possible solutions to problems of living – possible actions, policies, political 

programmes, philosophies of life – and (ii) the task of articulating and critically 

examining problematic aims – personal, institutional, social, global.  Both are central and 

fundamental within wisdom-inquiry.
8
 

 

2. Does Defining Wisdom Correctly Pose a Problem? 

Those who seek to improve knowledge about wisdom tend to hold that an important 

first step is to define wisdom correctly.  As Richard Trowbridge has remarked “Defining 

wisdom remains a major concern for scholars in all fields with an interest in the 

concept.”
9
  The Arete Initiative, already mentioned, actually has as its title “Defining 

Wisdom”.
10

  The first question to answer correctly, it seems, is “What is wisdom?”.   

All this assumes, however, that wisdom has some kind of essential nature that is 

capable of being captured in the correct definition of “wisdom”.  But this Aristotelian 

idea has been devastatingly criticized and demolished by Karl Popper.
11

  In seeking the 

correct answer to “What is wisdom?”, the correct definition of wisdom, we are chasing a 

will-o-the-wisp.  What “wisdom” means may, quite legitimately, depend on context and 

purpose.  It is up to us to decide what, precisely, we choose to mean by “wisdom”, 

depending on what our purpose is.  And indeed, those who take the task of defining 

wisdom seriously have come up with a great variety of definitions.
12

  What needs to be 

appreciated is that there can be no such thing as the correct definition of wisdom: the 

search for it is the search for something that does not exist. 

What implications does this have for the endeavour of improving knowledge – even 

scientific knowledge – about wisdom?  Just this.  Do not engage in the hollow task of 

trying to arrive at the correct definition of wisdom.  Avoid defining wisdom in a detailed, 

precise, narrow way because, if this definition is taken seriously in subsequent work, it 

will mean results will be restricted to this narrow definition.  Those who do research in 

the field of acquiring knowledge about wisdom would perhaps do well to agree on a 

broad, loose, inclusive definition, if a definition has to be formulated at all.  But the chief 

point to take into account is, of course, the one emphasized above.  Granted our concern 

is to help wisdom to flourish in the world, then the really important task before us is not 

to improve knowledge about wisdom but rather to re-organize the academic enterprise so 

that it becomes devoted, as a whole, to seeking and promoting wisdom. 

At this point it may be objected that I criticize the whole idea of defining “wisdom”, 

and yet put forward just such a definition myself.  Should I not practice what I preach? 

Let me explain.  The argument I have spent the last forty years developing and trying 

to get into the public arena (about the urgent need to bring about a revolution in the aims 

and methods of academia) I first developed entirely independently of the notion of 

wisdom.
13

  Subsequently, having come to appreciate that the basic intellectual and 

humanitarian aim of the academic enterprise ought to be not just knowledge but rather to 

help people realize what is of value to them in life, I cast around for a word to stand in for 

this aim.  It struck me that “wisdom” might not be too inappropriate (although I was 

aware that the word has connotations at odds with the use I intended to make of it).  So, 

for me, “wisdom” is merely a technical term.  It is just shorthand for “the capacity and 

the active desire to realize – apprehend and make real – what is of value in life, for 



oneself and others”.  What really matters, in my view, is that academia should be 

rationally organized and devoted to pursuing that aim.  That it is called “wisdom” is no 

more than an afterthought, a secondary matter of no real significance. 

Thus I am not engaged in “defining wisdom” in any serious way, at all.  I am merely 

using the word as shorthand for something that I do hold to be of great importance, just 

indicated. 

Having removed myself from the enterprise of ‘defining wisdom’, I would, however, 

like to make the following remark in favour of my definition.  There is a sense in which it 

successfully encompasses all other serious definitions.  There would seem to be one point 

that all those concerned with wisdom, in one way or another, agree on: wisdom is 

something that it is of great value to possess.  If this is so then, granted one possesses 

wisdom in my sense, it is reasonable to conclude one will come to possess wisdom in 

these other senses as well.  A person who has ‘the capacity and active desire to realize 

what is of value’ will, presumably, acquire personal characteristics of value associated 

with other definitions of wisdom, whatever these characteristics may be – self-

knowledge, compassion, empathy, the ability to make good judgments about what really 

matters, and so on.  Of course, if one of those other notions of ‘wisdom’ is such that it is 

not of value to have ‘wisdom’ in that sense, then being wise in my sense will probably 

not lead to ‘wisdom’ in the other sense.  But then, if ‘wisdom’ in that other sense is not 

something that it is of value to possess, can this be an acceptable definition?  The great 

virtue of my definition of wisdom is that, because it ties wisdom to the capacity to realize 

what is of value but leaves what is of value entirely open, there is a sense in which this 

definition encompasses all other definitions which are such that being wise in any of 

these other senses is of value, or is the means to the realization of what is of value. 
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